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1. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the trade-off between performance and power is a complex task that currently is addressed at different levels by hardware, firmware and system software. The effectiveness of a power management policy depends on many parameters that require an actual understanding of the power and performance levels observed for a workload to effectively turn the appropriate knobs. One key aspect of any power management solution is that of relying on meaningful data that bring this understanding and explain the power, temperature and performance levels being generated within the architecture.

Last generation multi-core chips have exposed the limitations for sensor distribution within the chip and the unfeasibility of having per-core measurements. Besides, heuristics exclusively based on sensor distribution do not allow for predicting the effect on performance of any decision at the power management level. Alternative methods are required to get power, temperature and performance estimates: for instance, the IBM POWER7 includes power models based on hardware counters collected on a per-core basis that are used by the embedded firmware to perform the power management.

The methods based on Performance Monitoring Counters (PMCs) have been shown to be a good solution to estimate power consumption. As a result, their applicability has been demonstrated on several fields such as power management and application profiling. PMC-based power models are used to perform live predictions of power behavior in order to guide power aware policies [2, 3, 4]. Moreover, they are also used in research for quickly exploring new approaches since they allow to profile real systems and full executions of applications, avoiding the need of performing long-time and limited simulations [5]. In the end, they have been crucial in the process of addressing power issues.

Modeling techniques to be embedded in a power management framework demand three primary features: first, simplicity and systematic generation; second, a per architectural component decomposition of the overall estimate, so that the power management decisions can be accompanied by a real understanding of the observed performance levels; and finally, accuracy and responsiveness (see Figure 1).

2. TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

The main topics covered in this tutorial are:

- A systematic methodology for producing PMC-based power models on CMP architectures [4]. The methodology ensures by definition the decomposability and
the generality of the models, while at the same time it produces accurate, responsive and CMP-aware power models.

- A evaluation metric for power models: the responsiveness, the ability to track dynamic power variations. This metric is based on power phase detection accuracy and it allows to evaluate the suitability of the models to guide policies built on top of them.
- A case study is presented for an Intel® Core™ 2 Duo. Single and multiple core models are presented for several DVFS states and an empirical evaluation of the produced models is performed using the SPEC-cpu2006, NAS and LMBENCH benchmark suites.

2.1 Tutorial organization

Initially we describe the basic options to generate a platform where to build a model (device for getting actual power measurements, sampling the device, getting the measurements) (30 min). Second, we describe how to breakdown a multicore architecture in components from where to obtain contributions on the overall power consumption (45 min). Third, we explain the set of counters commonly available in last generation multicore architectures and which ones better describe the activity of each architectural component (45 min). Fourth, we present how to linearly correlate the activity in each component with actual power. We describe a basic algorithm that uses stochastic methods to build power models (30 min). Finally, the tutorial describes how to validate a power model in terms of accuracy and responsiveness (30 min). More details of the tutorial can be found elsewhere [1].
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